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Introduction of Wooscreen

Wooscreen, manufacturer of transparent glass LED display,, suspends the LED chips
between two sheets of glass, which can show either videos or customized patterns floating in
space like magic. Our core technology is to electrify the chip on the conductive
conductive glass through
the method of laser ablation.

Factory Profile

Wooscreen has a strong R&D
D team equipped with top-ranking
top ranking production equipments. Our
factory covers around 10,000M² with the production capacity of 300m2 per day. Wooscreen
has impressed the market with most innovative technology and has gained more than 10
national patents.
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Equipments

Automatic Dispenser

Washing Line

SMT Machine

Laser Engraving

Autoclave

Product Series

We have now launched three series of products: color dynamic series, mono dynamic series
and LED lighting glass, which can be applied to: building facades, facilities landscaping, airport
signage, shop windows, partition, etc.
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-

Cloro Dynamic Series

S series （P58,P30）
The series emphasize on super transparency, more than 90% light transmission, which
ensures architectural integrity and breaks through the limitation of traditional LED display.

Series

Pixel Pitch

S series

58mm

Panel Size
Min
930x600mm
Max
930x3000mm

Pixel Density

Transparency

320/M²

>90%

D series （P16,P10）
D series products attract customers with vivid videos and pictures displaying performance and
its high luminance at around 7000nits.

Series

D series

Pixel Pitch

Panel Size

Pixel
Density

Transparency

16mm

Min
300x300mm
Max
1800x3800mm

3906/M²

>40%
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Mono Dynamic Series

Mono dynamic series are mainly applied in the expression of animation, text, signs and simply
videos. Selected single color is also capable of expressing well the product’s clarity and
simplicity.

Series
Mono Dynamic
Series

-

Pixel Pitch

Panel Size

Pixel
Density

Transparency

34mm

Min
830x600mm
Max
830x3000mm

768/M²

>90%

LED Lighting Glass

Clients can randomly pick colors out of red, yellow, blue, green, white, pink, purple and orange.
The customized fixing series can primarily be applied in company logo, brand promotion and
other marketing application. The color changing series will amaze you with gorgeous effects. It
is the best choice in decoration needs.

Series

Pixel Pitch

Panel Size

Pixel Density

Transparency

LED Lighting
Glass

Min 7mm

Customized

Customized

90%
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Product Composition

Wooscreen glass display is composed of ITO conductive glass, glass panel and LED chip.
We use laser to sculpture the circuit to realize image, animation, text and video playing.

Product Features

Architecture Integrity
High Light Transmittance
Media Broadcasting
Minimum Heat Generation
Environmental Friendly
Low Power Consumption
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XIAMEN FUXIANG MEDIA CO.,LTD.
Tel:+86-0592-5732731
Website: www.wooscreen.com
Email: info@wooscreen.com
Office: Room703, Building No.50, 2nd Anling Road, Huli District, Xiamen,China.
Manufacturing Base: No.39 Xiayang Road, Haicang District, Xiamen,China.

